CQG Profile – 500 Words

CQG provides high-performance trade routing, global market data, and advanced technical analysis tools for professional traders worldwide.

CQG offers the following products:

- **CQG Integrated Client** provides traders with innovative trading interfaces complete with accurate global market data, professional analytics tools, and advanced order routing.
- **CQG Spreader** offers sophisticated order management and ultra-low-latency trade execution for trading multi-legged, intermarket, and intramarket spreads across accounts and asset classes.
- **CQG QTrader** includes advanced analytics, charts, and multiple trade execution interfaces in one comprehensive solution.
- **CQG Trader** is a high-performance market data and electronic trading application for traders who do not require technical analysis tools.
- **CQG FX** provides charting, analytics, and order execution tools tailored for the professional foreign exchange trader.
- **CQG M** gives global traders advanced market data, order management, and electronic trading via HTML5 on phones, tablets, PCs, and Macs.
- **CQG Client APIs** offer trading and data distribution for order execution and market data platforms, applications, and proprietary systems.
- **CQG Data Factory** offers online access to decades of accurate, top-quality historical data from over sixty exchanges worldwide.

**Electronic Trade Routing**

CQG connects to over seventy-five market data sources and delivers Hosted Direct Market Access to more than forty-five exchanges. Buy side or sell side, forex or futures, equities or energy, foreign or domestic, CQG connects you to the markets.

**Order Routing Tools**

- Multi-legged, intermarket, intramarket, and exchange-traded spreads can be created, traded, and managed
- Orders for outrights and spreads based on yields
- Three depth-of-market order book views of the electronic exchanges
- A trade routing application that can be attached to any CQG application, such as a quote board or chart
- CQG's server-side order routing gateways manage where you get filled when you trade similar instruments on two or more exchanges
- A quote display that includes trading functionality along with the ability to link to a chart
- Spreadsheet trading with over two hundred market data elements available, including order routing
- Synthetic and exchange-traded spreads can be monitored and traded from two customizable, matrix-style quote displays
- CQG and custom study values and condition alerts can be displayed on the DOMTrader
- Automated execution of trading systems through CQG AutoTrader

**Consolidated Market Data**

- High-speed, real-time, and historical market data from over seventy-five global sources
- Foreign exchange, fixed income, energy, derivatives, equities, single stock futures, and OTC markets
- Different styles of quote displays
- Cost-effective, scalable market data management and delivery
- Dedicated data quality staff in five locations across the globe covering the US, Europe, and Asia
- Sophisticated symbol search
**Decision-Making Tools**
- State-of-the-art charting and analytics
- Numerous chart styles
- Portfolio and Instrument Monitors
- Exclusive tools designed for today's electronic markets
- Over one hundred basic and custom studies
- Custom formula builder
- Various types of alerts
- Powerful trade system design and backtesting features
- Advanced options strategies analytics

**News**
- Comprehensive Dow Jones Newswires, The Hightower Report, and Market News International
- Dow Jones Calendar of Events for tracking economic releases with ease
- Powerful search and filtering features
- Dynamic design supporting secure delivery of proprietary customer feeds

For more information, visit [www.cqg.com](http://www.cqg.com).